
Filtering Offensive Content and Dangerous Sites

Allot WebSafe provides a carrier-grade filtering service that blocks access to offensive content and dangerous 

websites. This can be used by service providers to meet regulatory requirements for safe online activity or simply 

to ensure a safer, more pleasant online experience. The content filtering is carried out inline by Allot Service 

Gateway platforms deployed at network core and peering points, without impacting network performance or user 

quality of experience (QoE).

Multiple lists of blocked Domains/Sub-domains/URLs are supported and can be applied to different logical entities. 

Blocked lists can be selectively overwritten by use of Allowed Lists, which can be applied selectively to different 

subscriber groups. All network traffic can have the same set of rules or multiple WebSafe services (each with their 

own filters) can be maintained and applied according to detailed policies. This is useful when you have a different 

set of filters to apply to traffic matching different rules (e.g., different subscribers/services).

WebSafe can be integrated with external filter lists, such as those provided by the Internet Watch Foundation (IWF), 

that are automatically updated to the Service Gateways. WebSafe can also filter based on multiple internal filter lists 

that can be uploaded and manually updated. Finally WebSafe can also utilize category-based filter lists, maintained 

by Allot. Note that individual filter lists can also be selectively applied during specified periods, based on start and 

stop dates.
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Benefits

Protection and Compliance

o Fully integrated with authorized block lists such as IWF

o Automated block lists updates ensure constant compliance

o Easy integration of additional block lists

Efficiency and Performance

o Full coverage without introducing new point of failure

o No impact on network performance or QoE

o Scalable to support millions of users

Visibility and Security Intelligence

o Gain real-time visibility of filtering incidents 

o Detailed reporting and filtering analytics from a central console



Features

Visibility and Reporting

A unified management console monitors and manages illegal content 

filtering across your entire network and provides detailed reports of filtering 

events. Real-time alerts notify you when content has been blocked. 

Affected subscribers may also receive notification and/or redirection to a 

captive portal.

High-Performance Filtering

Allot’s powerful filtering mechanism introduces no delay in processing 

Internet requests, ensuring no impact on subscriber experience. Automated 

online updates to Domain/Sub-domain/URL block lists are propagated 

immediately to enforcement elements.

Easy Block list Integration

Allot WebSafe is fully integrated with the official block list of the Internet 

Watch Foundation (IWF) and its automated update mechanisms. Allot also 

enables fast integration of any block list or regulatory body.

Gateway-Based Filtering

WebSafe is deployed by simply activating it in your Allot Service Gateway 

platform to monitor all network traffic and to prevent access to blocked 

Domains/Sub-domains/URLs. You may also display a customized 

information page to blocked users and redirect them to a captive portal. 

Works in harmony with other integrated services in Allot unified platforms.

Router-Based Filtering

Allot offers an additional filtering solution in the context of Allot Secure, 

utilizing your existing router infrastructure to create content filter nodes 

that operate independently throughout your network. BGP routing logic 

is used to balance the traffic load while blocked Domains/Sub-domains/

URLs and DNS resolutions are distributed to each node in real-time. Block 

lists may be applied to all users or to select target groups, allowing you to 

provide service to different countries or regions and to comply with their 

respective regulations.
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